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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sugarbomb is a local brand company that creates a brand concept which produces Sugar Bombs

own fragrance at their own factor that give benefits to consumers such as health and beauty .

Sugarbomb's focus is to be the No. 1 distributor and manufacturer of affordable perfume in Malaysia and

recognized by the community like the other popular local brands such as Le Labo, OLFAC3, Fragrance

du Bois, Malay Perfumerie, Henry Jacques and many more. The brand’s mission is simple, which is to

formulate value-for-money and long-lasting fragrances.

In addition to selecting garments that are a good fit for you, another way to take your appearance

to the next level is to use fragrance, be it perfume or anything else. A young man named Ahmad Azhari

Rosli, who was just 26 years old at the time, wanted to start a business by developing his own brand of

perfume called "Sugarbomb." He did this after realizing how essential perfume is to individuals in today's

society. This is a point in time that he won't let slip his mind.

Sugarbomb has been through a lot of difficulties since it first opened its doors for business about

4 years ago, in 2017. But Ahmad Azhari Rosli, better known by his alias "Boss A," has reason to be

proud of what SugarBomb has accomplished today. Initially, SugarBomb was located simply in the

backyard of Boss A's home. It currently operates 17 retail outlets and 4 manufacturing facilities across the

Malaysian states of Sabah, Sarawak, Perak, Negeri Sembilan, and Johor.

SugarBomb may now be purchased not just in Malaysia but also in Brunei, Singapore, and

Indonesia. Previously, it was only available in Malaysia. It is also en route to the United Kingdom at this

time. Today, Sugarbomb offers more than 80 fragrance options for men's and women's perfumes, as well

as hand sanitizers, facemasks, and air fresheners for cars and homes.

In order to expand our business and become a Sugarbomb dropshipper, we were required to

create a Facebook page. Marketing the products through social media is a manner that is both quicker

and simpler to get the word out there about them. In order to advertise our business, we can also become

familiar with the usage of teaser postings, as well as hard sells and soft sells.
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1.0  BUSINESS REGISTRATION

Figure 1: SSM Registration
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Figure 2 :  Go-eCommerce Certificate
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Figure 3: MyENT Certificate
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2.0  INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS

2.1  NAME AND BUSINESS PLATFORM

Figure 4: Business Logo

Amira & Suhaila Perfume House is the name of our business. The name was decided based on

our main product that we sell which is a body perfume. We started this business as a dropship. As a

dropship, we get pictures and product information from the supplier or dropshipper. Next, we will promote

the product on social sites, advertising sites, forums, blogs and so on. Our business motto is, ‘Much more

than perfume’ as well sell more other products and not only body perfume. As for our target market, we

target for all teenagers and above with a range 13-60 years old.

Our business is based on online only. We create a social media which is a Facebook Page as our

main platform to promote the business. Our business can be reached through WhatsApp platform as we

set up on the page.
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Name of Business AMIRA & SUHAILA PERFUME HOUSE

Business Platform FACEBOOK PAGE

Corresponding Address                           

Phone Number            

Form of Business Partnership

Main Activities Sell Body Perfume, Air Freshener, Aromatic
Diffuser, Fabric Freshener, Hand Sanitizer from

SugarBomb

Date of Registration 28. 04. 2022

Registration Number 003399294-H

Table 1: Amira & Suhaila Perfume House Business Information
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2.2  ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Figure 5: Organizational Chart

Amira & Suhaila Perfume House is a partnership business form. This is because this business

was managed by me, Nurul Suhaila binti Sabri and my partner, Nur Amira Afifah binti Abu Bakar as a

dropship. Both of us manage and operate this business together and share its profits. Therefore, Amira &

Suhaila Perfume House’s organizational chart only consists of the dropships because our business is

only a small business that we started as a dropship. In the future, we will try to expand our business so

that we could upgrade to become an agent..
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2.3  MISSION AND VISION

We believe that every business has their own mission and vision statement in order to run the

business according to the goals which need to be achived. Therefore, even though we’re just started

this business as a dropship, we have made our mission and vision for our business so that we know

what to achieve in short and long term goals.

Mission

● To help SugarBomb brand be recognised internationally as Malaysian best fragrance
brand.

● To indulge consumers with high quality fragrance.
● To provide excellent service to the  customers.
● To become the best stockist or dropship in Malaysia.

Vision

Become a well-known local distributor of affordable perfumes in Asia and be able to compete
with the world's leading perfume products
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2.4  DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT

Figure 6: Product Description

SugarBomb is a brand that has created their own fragrance with high quality ingredients and

material at affordable prices. SugarBomb had a variety of perfumes such as air freshener, fabric

freshener and air diffuser. We came up with this product to solve the customer problem in finding suitable

fragrance for fabric, clothes , house and car. Our products are highly recommended as they are easily out

of stock.

There are 19 products of SugarBomb. Firstly is air freshener. There are 3 categories of

Sugarbomb’s air freshener like Achey edition, Air freshener SugarBomb and SUGARBOMBXLuPK.

SugarBomb has created almost 37 fragrances for cars and homes. SugarBomb uses ingredients that

give the best quality, affordable price and material to our customers. The examples of air freshener made

by SugarBomb are White Team Pandan, Lemon Grass, Mint Breeze, Soapy Silk and Tutti Frutti. For this

collection, SugarBomb uses glass and small packaging which is easy to hang or put in a car or home.

On the other hand, for the perfume collection, SugarBomb has created more than 88 fragrances .

The ingredients to produce this collection are similar to air freshener products. The difference is the

function and benefits. SugarBomb’s perfume has many categories such as SugarBomb LITE 30 ml, EDP

10 ml and 30 ml and EDT 10 ml.

For our Home Edition, SugarBomb produces 4 categories like Fabric Freshener, Mini kit Fabric

Freshener, Air Diffuser and Bath Bomb set (+ air freshener+ EDP 30 ml), (+ air freshener), ( bathbomb

only). For fabric freshener, there are 6 scents, for example lemongrass, summer sky, sakura, fresh
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sunshine, fresh laundry and apple delight. This convenient fabric freshener spray and mini kit are

designed to sanitize and freshen fabrics. For air diffuser, used to fill air in a room with tiny, breathable

particles of beneficial essential oils from SugarBomb.

For SugarBomb care, there are 3 types of product which are HAND SANITIZER 30 ml (gel),

HAND SANITIZER 60 ml (spray) and face mask. For hand sanitizer 30 ml, SugarBomb has 4 types of

scent that are based on fruits and leaves such as grape, mango, strawberry and mint. The ingredients

are approved by KKM and recommended by WHO, have 70 % of alcohol, denat, fragrance and glycerin,

hospital grade and kill 99.99% of germs. For the mask, 100 % cotton, 3 layer fabric and can be reused

after washing.

As for the services, We provide postage for those who live far away and delivery service for

customers who live nearby Dungun, Terengganu. We usually charge RM 2 for every one kilometer. The

reason why we charge the service is to pay for the fuel and others to go to their place.
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2.5 PRICE LIST

PRODUCTS NAME AND PRICES

NEW EAU DE TOILETTE FOR MEN AND
WOMEN ( 15 ML )

Each RM10 Exclude postage
Postage: RM7 (SM) RM10 (SS)

EDP LITE MEN AND WOMEN ( 30 ML)

1. Ultimate Cool
2. My Darling
3. Senorita
4. Day Dream
5. Dazzling Shine
6. Please me
7. Secret Wish
8. Red Moon

Each RM35 exclude postage
Postage: RM7 (SM) RM10 (SS)
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EDP 30 ML ( UNISEX )

1. Love Fate
2. Dream Angel
3. Magic Madness

Each RM59 Exclude postage
Postage: RM7 (SM) RM10 (SS)

AIR FRESHENER

Each RM10 Exclude postage

Postage: RM7 (SM) RM10 (SS)
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DR BOMB FABRIC FRESHENER (500ML)

1. Summer Sky
2. Fresh Sunshine
3. Apple Delight
4. Sakura
5. Fresh Laundry

Each RM25 Exclude Postage
Postage: RM7 (SM) RM10 (SS)

AROMATIC DIFFUSER

1. Aromatic Diffuser English Pear
( Premium)

2. Aromatic Diffuser Bloomy Love
( Classic )

Premium RM 59, Classic RM49
Postage: RM7 (SM) RM10 (SS)
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HAND SANITIZER 30ML ( GEL )

1. BTS GRAPE
2. BTS MANGO
3. BTS STRAWBERRY
4. BTS SAKURA
5. BTS MINT

Each RM 7 Exclude postage
Postage: RM7 (SM) RM10 (SS)

SUGARBOMB TRAVEL PACK

1. WOMEN SET
- Vanilla Poison
- Fruity Solace
- Floral Goddess

2. MEN SET
- Citrus Insanity
- Aromatic illusion

RM 25 per box exclude postage
Postage: RM7 (SM) RM10 (SS)
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3.0  FACEBOOK PAGE ( FB )

As we start our business, as a dropship, I have a responsibility to create a Facebook page in order to

promote the products and services among Facebook users. By creating a Facebook page we can share

basic information about our products, share pictures and videos of the products, and most importantly we

can raise brand awareness. Therefore, it is a good way to connect our business with customers online by

creating a Facebook page. In the Amira & Suhaila Perfume House Facebook page, both of us had

created Facebook posts such as teaser, soft sell, and hard sell with related business.

3.1 Creating Facebook (FB) Page

Figure 7: Facebook Page
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For page's like, we

managed to get more than 100 like.



3.2   Costuming URL Facebook (FB) Page

Amira & Suhaila Perfume House’s Facebook username is @Sugarbombperfume and the
customized URL is https://www.facebook.com/Sugarbombperfume-110720201610196/

https://www.facebook.com/Sugarbombperfume-110720201610196/
15



3.3  Facebook (FB) Post - Teaser

Teaser post is an advertising or advertising tool designed to arouse interest or curiosity, especially in

something to follow.

Teaser 1 Teaser 2

Teaser 3 Teaser 4
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3.4  Facebook (FB) Post --- Copywriting (Hard Sell)

A hard sell refers to an approach to advertising or sales that features particularly direct and insistent

language. Instead of evaluating his or her options and potentially deciding to wait for the purchase, a hard

sell is designed to get a consumer to buy a good or service in the short term. Below shows the example

of hard sell by Amira & Suhaila Perfume House.

Hard Sell 1 Hard Sell 2
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Hard Sell 3 Hard Sell 4
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Hard Sell 5 Hard Sell 6
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Hard Sell 7 Hard Sell 8
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Hard Sell 9 Hard Sell 10
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Hard Sell 11 Hard Sell 12
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Hard Sell 13 Hard Sell 14
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Hard Sell 15 Hard Sell 16
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3.5 Facebook (FB) Post --- Copywriting (Soft Sell)

Soft sell refers to an approach to advertising and sales that features subtle language and a

non-aggressive method.Because soft selling is a technique of low pressure, persuasive and subtle sales,

the first time a product is presented, it may not result in a sale, but helps to promote repeat sales. Below

shows Amira & Suhaila Perfume House soft sell.

Soft Sell 1 Soft Sell 2
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Soft Sell 3 Soft Sell 4
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Soft Sell 5 Soft Sell 6
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Soft Sell 7 Soft Sell 8
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Soft Sell 9 Soft Sell 10
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Soft Sell 11 Soft Sell 12
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Soft Sell 13 Soft Sell 14

Soft Sell 15
Soft Sell 16
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3.6   GRAPHICS
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Here are some pictures of the customer’s purchases and feedback
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3.7  SALES REPORT

Figure 8: Monthly Sales Report

Figure 9: Transaction List

Based on the report above, Amira & Suhaila perfume house is managing to make a total RM115

as we targeted to get more than RM50 in a month. Amira & Suhaila Perfume House currently has 3

customers that are making a sale of more than RM100 in a month. Mostly, body perfume and air

freshener get more attention.
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We used COD method for customers who's living nearby and postage method 


for those who live in another state. For postage, we provide tracking number for customers to check their parcel.



4.0  CONCLUSION

In conclusion, social media reporting may help us better plan our content development and better

schedule our interactions with current and potential customers by providing insights into the optimal times

and days of the week to engage with them. It also helps our business figure out which topics were

popular on a given day and when and why people are interacting with us. Examples include after work,

on weekends, during lunch, and numerous other times.

My goals for the completion of this report include enhancing my problem-solving, critical thinking,

research, and management abilities, as well as my capacity for greater creativity. Our expectation is that

in the not too distant future, our company will expand and become well-known to a large number of

customers.

Last but not least, utilizing Facebook as a social media platform can assist our company in more

effectively reaching new potential clients through the use of Facebook advertisements and boosted posts.

Creating Facebook pages for your company is a fantastic method to centralize all of your information in

one location and have one-on-one conversations with your clients. Aside from that, Facebook enables us

to create a longer-term interactive platform through which we can truly link our company with our client

base.
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